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T
he rapid development and paramount presence of

computing science and technology has had a

catalytic effect on major advances in science,

engineering, medicine and economics. Effective and

timely analysis of vast amounts of data has become a

major undertaking to support beneficial understanding of

this information-overflow, which cannot be coped with

anymore by the human analytic capacity alone. In this

context, visual navigation and exploration of dense data

spaces by the use of interactive visualisation technology is

one of the most important available options. This is due

to: the effective combination of computer-supported

numerical analysis and graphical rendering, which

humans tend to be slow at; and the human capability to

recognise patterns, clusters and spatial relations, which

are traditionally difficult tasks for computers.

Visualization Research Challenges

With the observed explosion of data in all areas of science,

engineering, health and business applications, one of the

greatest challenges is to provide domain experts with

efficient tools to understand that vast amount of

information. This cannot exclusively be achieved through

automated numerical data analysis and filtering techniques

alone, but is also strongly dependent on powerful

interactive data exploration and visualisation solutions.

The US NIH/NSF Visualization Research Challenges Report

and the European Workshop on Visual Analytics in

Darmstadt outline a number of important visualisation and

visual analytics research topics that have to be addressed in

the coming years.1, 2, 3 While there is a strong focus on

collaboration, interdisciplinary activities and analysis, it is

also recognised that the grand data challenge is among the

crucial topics to investigate.

Moore’s Law for hardware

The continuing improvements in hardware integration

lead to ever faster hardware, doubling in performance

periodically – as predicted by Gordon Moore in what is

commonly referred to as Moore’s Law.4, 5 With the

increased application of hardware parallelism, e.g. in the

form of multi-core CPUs, this trend seems likely to

continue for some time to come. Fig. 1 supports this

development by showing the exponential increase of

transistor counts on CPUs of various hardware chip

manufacturers from 1970 to 2010. The data for this chart

has been obtained from various sources, mostly from the

internet, such as company news reports, technical

specifications or wiki sites. While this data may not be

perfectly accurate, the basic development matches other

reports on Moore’s Law, and specifically Intel’s own

discussion. A similar trend can be observed for graphics

processing units (GPUs).

From a naive perspective, Moore’s law may suggest that

there is no computational problem that cannot be solved

within the near future by raw hardware processing power.

Moore’s Law for data?

Since hardware developments will eventually enable

processing of any current very large datasets within a

foreseeable timeframe, why should resources be wasted to

develop more efficient methods for analysing and

visualising massive datasets? This question, though valid,

ignores a key aspect of the advancement of computing

technology, which is that data is not only processed but

also generated by computing devices. Any advancements

in hardware technology will eventually also improve the

resolutions of numerical simulations as well as those of

electronic sensor and scanning devices. Therefore,

continuously rising dataset sizes can be expected,

generated from constantly improving digital sensors and

multi-sensor scanner array systems, as well as from

increasingly large numerical simulation systems.

Consequently, the combination of ongoing hardware
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Fig. 1: Transistor counts of CPUs from various chip manufacturers



improvements and parallelism also leads to the equally

growing complexity of datasets.

To provide evidence of this correlation, we can study the

trend of widely used experimental datasets in the context

of massive model rendering and large-scale scientific

visualisation research. In Fig. 2 some sizes of test datasets

are shown for polygonal meshes, digital elevation models

as well as volume datasets that have been used in the

research literature to demonstrate novel developments in

(interactive) scientific visualisation and rendering. While

the pinpoint accuracy of the first year of occurrence of a

specific dataset is difficult to assess, the basic trend is

certainly well represented.

One can thus arguably conclude that Moore’s Law not

only holds for hardware performance improvements, i.e.

increases in computing and graphics processing power, 

but also for the growth of the datasets that have to be

analysed and explored in interactive (scientific) visuali -

sation systems.

Display systems

We have left out one more potentially crucial aspect,

which is the mapping of massive 3D datasets onto the very

limited display spaces and screen resolutions typically

available. The display real estate in terms of pixels has not

matched the growth in computing power and dataset

sizes by far. We thus face the serious problem of mapping

giga or tera-sized datasets meaningfully onto a few million

pixels at interactive frame rates.

Conclusion

From the above observations, one has to conclude that

Moore’s Law for hardware also applies to the datasets to

be visualised, and that these too will continue to grow at

the same time. Therefore, the challenge of processing,

interactively visualising and analysing large-scale datasets

represents a continuing battle – a challenge that should

have a prominent place among the major visualisation

research challenges.

We must realise that current data analysis and

visualisation applications are generally not built to meet

the demands of the expected mass of information. To

meet the need to analyse and explore expansive data

collections, physically simulate and visualise massive

amounts of particles, or process and display bio-medical

images at the cellular resolution level, novel high-

performance and high-resolution display systems have to

be explored. Accordingly, the development of remote

visualisation systems that connect high-performance

computing resources with ubiquitous displays to deliver

visual interaction on-demand has to be reinforced.

Moreover to address the problem, where the visualisation

consumer is not co-located with the data repository

and/or the required computing resources, a number of

topics such as parallel and grid-based visualisation

systems, networked remote visualisation architectures,

and interactive visual streaming and data compression

methods must receive increased attention.

‘With the observed explosion 

of data in all areas of science,

engineering, health and

business applications, one of

the greatest challenges is to

provide domain experts with

efficient tools to understand

that vast amount of

information.’
Furthermore, it is also increasingly important to identify

the salient features in massive datasets to prevent

complete visual information overflow on the visualisation

user. Eventually, this will lead to the need to study and

analyse how much information is enough for effective

display and to convey the necessary structure of data, as

well as to the development of efficient feature extraction

and filter operations on massive datasets.
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Fig. 2: Number of data elements in widely used test datasets. (vertices

for meshes, elevation samples for digital elevation models, voxels for

volume datasets)


